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Aqua aura is a natural crystal that has been coated with gold fumes. Potentially
Aqua Aura origins can be found anywhere, but most are man-made in the USA.

The Aqua Aura will Work
Metaphysically Aqua Aura has the qualities of both quartz and gold.
Quartz has a harmonizing effect and aligns the chakra system.
Gold imparts a more assertive energy to the wearer and the blue colour
helps stimulate the throat chakra, improving communications abilities
through speaking.
Aqua Aura is an outstanding tool for people wishing to increase their
psychic skills and awareness.
It assists with meditation, telepathy, and psychic healing by bringing more
intense energy to the effort.
It is particularly helpful for distance spiritual energy healing because of its
ability to send energy.
Aqua Aura can enhance communications of all kinds.
It can also assist in conscious awareness of one's own motivations and
patterns.
Aqua Aura is said to attract success and prosperity, even possibly wealth,
and it is also used for protection from psychic attacks.
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It’s a channeller opener very intense energy, excellent for activating
sluggish chakras and for smoothing the aura after a healing treatment.
This wonderful quartz can assist one in plumbing one's emotional depths
and heights while simultaneously retaining inner peace. It can also be an aid
to those who wish to become conscious channels for spiritual wisdom,
clearing and opening the pathways of inter dimensional communication

MAGICAL PROPERTIES:
Energy: Both projective and receptive.
Element: Fire and Water.
Powers: Protection, healing, psychics and power.
Wearing Aqua Aura Quartz is said to help one to shine with one's inner beauty, to
attract wealth and success, to bring forth esoteric wisdom, to relieve depression as
well as anxiety, and to assist in creating an aura of peace and well being in oneself
and one's surroundings. It is a stone of spiritual elevation, which can serve to help
raise the vibration of humanity.
Archangel: Raguel is considered a leader within the Angelic Realm, responsible for
overseeing the other archangels and angelic beings. Raguel ensures that those
within the Angelic Realm are working harmoniously, acting in alignment with
divine order, and honoring all divine laws.
Known as the “Archangel of Justice and Fairness,” Archangel Raguel specializes in
realigning us with our Empowered Self, with our Divine Aspect that innately
resonates with balanced power, truth and integrity. He assists us in rediscovering
that our Essential Truth, the essence of who we are is Honorable and Respectable,
allowing us to realize and experience empowerment, respect, honor, truth and
integrity within our self, within others and within our personal and professional
relationships. Raguel helps us to feel empowered and respected through the
remembrance of our Essential Truth.
Archangel Raguel is also considered the Angelic Ambassador of Harmony, Balance
and Orderliness.
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Whether we wish to experience more harmonious relationships personally,
professionally and/or within intimate or group relations, Raguel is truly an Angelic
Champion of Peace! If invited, he will offer assistance toward discovering balanced,
harmonious, peaceful resolutions to disputes and disagreements. While always
honoring our free will, Archangel Raguel will lovingly guide us toward adopting a
more balance perspective, guiding us to reach agreeable, win-win solutions for the
highest good of all involved. Raguel will help us to discover that without
compromising our truth or giving away our power, we can realize and experience
peace and harmony, even within what we may perceive as a challenging
circumstance.
If the perception of chaos is raising its disheveled head in any aspect of our life, if
asked, Archangel Raguel will work tirelessly by our side guiding us toward
realizing and experiencing order and peace. Raguel will help remind us that
harmony; peace and balance is our innate and essential Truth. He will help us
remember that we are innately in tune with the Divine Order of the Universe.
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ZODIAC PROPERTIES:
Associations: Sun and Moon
Not a traditional Birthstone for any month.
Stone of Leo, Gemini and Capricorn this stone contains positive energy that
removes mental blocks and promotes a sense of justice.

CHAKRA POSITION AND USAGE:
Although Crystal Quartz has an enlightening effect on all the chakras, Aqua Aura is
highly stimulating to the 5th, Throat Chakra, enhancing one's ability to
communicate inner truth, at it also has a soothing and relaxing effect on the
emotional body.
It can be used to soothe anger, cool feverishness, and release stress, as it is strongly
connected to the element of water, and it is therefore a stones for enhancing one's
access to the truth of the emotions and the portals of Spirit which are accessed
through the emotions.
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HEALING PROPERTIES:
The gemstone Aqua Aura maintains the wonderful healing and transmitting
properties of clear quartz in addition to assisting one in channelling the
higher energies of the angels.
Physically Aqua Aura is reputed to help with throat problems, stress-related
illness, immune system deficiencies, and the thymus gland.
Aqua Aura Quartz has a very high and intense vibration. It has been used to
activate the energy of other minerals and gemstones for healing work, and
can be a potent stone when used in body layouts for activation of the
Chakras. It can be success fully applied to smooth and heal the Auric field,
and to release negativity from one's emotional, physical, intellectual and
spiritual bodies.
Good for acute conditions (if a chronic condition is indicated, Opal Aura is
preferable).
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PREPARATION FOR ATTUNEMENT
To carry out the attunement, you will need approximately 30-50 minutes.
Energy increases during attunement. Do not be surprised.
During attunement sit in yoga position or lay down.
Quiet your mind and receive the various sensations.
You may observe any changes in your body, in hands, legs, and head. It can
be warm, heat, fluctuations around of a body, colour visions, touches of
invisible essences.
Everyone receives various sensations during the attunement process.
However whether you feel anything or not.
All of you will equally accept attunement and sensations during attunement
as it appears a fine gift for you.
It is desirable to be alone and undisturbed during attunement.

HOW TO RECEIVE ATTUNEMENTS
1. Place your palms in Gasho position.
2. Then state : “I am now ready and willing to receive the Angelic Aqua Aura
Essence Energy Attunement from ... (TEACHER NAME) with all perfection.
Thank you.”.
3. After that, the stream of energy will flow. Remember: energy always begins
and flows to where it is necessary. You will always receive the correct
healing required, irrespective of such factors as how serious or insignificant
your problem is. You will receive a stream of energy and it will flow in those
places where it is necessary.
4. Stay in meditative position for 30 minutes.
5. Upon completion of the attunement, do not forget to thank the Light Forces
and your Guardian Angel.
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HOW TO PASS ATTUNEMENTS
1. Do short meditation.
2. Place your hands in Gasho position.
3. Ask Archangel Raguel to protect you and help you to do this attunement.
4. Then draw Hon Sha Zen Shonen, Cho Ku Rey, Sei Hei Kei, Day Ko Mio.
5. Affirm : “Angelic Aqua Aura Essence Energy (3 times), attune ... (Name of
Student) and ... (Location) to your full Angelic Aqua Aura Essence Energy at
this exact moment. Thank You.”.
6. Continue meditation for 10 minutes.

SELF TREATMENT
After attunement, you may use the energy for sessions of self-treatment.
Self-treatment is good to carry out daily, cleaning your mind, and call in the energy.
Just say silently or think : “Archangel Raguel give me the “Angelic Aqua Aura Essence
Energy.” (3 times).
Pronunciation of the name of energy immediately begins a flowing of energy.
It is not necessary to concentrate on preservation of a stream of energy; it will flow
freely.
Position Your hands in any or do all Reiki positions and just relax and enjoy the
energy.
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DISTANT HEALING
1. Clear your mind and call the energy.
2. Visualize the patient or write its name on a palm of your hand and connect
palms together.
3. Draw Hon Sha Zen Shonen on your hand palms.
4. State that you are sending distant treatment to “Name of Patient” and
“Location”.
5. Mentally say : “Archangel Raguel please send “Angelic Aqua Aura Essence
Energies” (3 times), to ... (Name of Patient) and ... (Location) to heal all
sickness.”.
6. The stream of energy begins.
7. Remember, it is not important to visualize object of treatment, suffice
intention to cure or help to receive the energy current in a place
appropriate for it. After a session, do not forget to thank the Light Forces
and everyone who helped you.
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This Manual is protected by copyright. You can share this Manual
freely provided it is left entirely intact.
Nothing is to be altered, removed or added.
You can give this manual to students that have paid you for an
attunement, but you cannot resell this manual separately.
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